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4 CoLuMmA CoLLEGE oF ExPRESSION AND 
Calendar 
Tuesday, June 21 ... . . .... . . . . ... ... . ... .... :R egistration 
lFednesday, Jun e 22 ... ...... . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . Classes Begin 
Saturday, July 30 . . .. ..... .. . .. ... .. Summer session closes 
Tuesday, September 13 . . ...... ..... Fall term-Registration 
Wednesday, September 14 . . .. ...... . ..... Class w ork begins 
NoRMAL ScHooL oF PHYSICA L EnucATION 
Summer Faculty 
l\IL~RY A. BLOOD, LrTT. D., President 
T echniqu e of Readin g; Practice Teaching; Browning 
Bible Reading; Literary Interpretation 
c. D. CRAWFORD 
Public Speaking; Debate 
L. LoUISE STEPHENS, PH. B. , B. E. 
Modern Dramatic P resenta ti on ; Play Production 
Platform Reading; Voice 
KATHLEE!\' ScoTT, A. B .. B. E. 
Pantomime; Platform Reading; Story Telling 
Material for Children's Programs 
HAZ EL ABHOTT, A. M. , B. E. 
Expressional Study of English Literature 
Literary Interpretation 
GLADYS ANDERSON 13EX EDICT 
Normal Department of Dancing 
Russian Ballet; Folk Dancing; Character Dancing 
l\tlaterial for Teachers 
CARRI E FATE HANSEN 
G ymnast ics; Drills ; Games; Corrective Exercises 
P ageantry 
J.\llARGARET GARDNER 
Stagecraft; Puppets; Chalk Talks 
ANNA SHAW GRACE 
Musical Director 
s COLL"~IBIA COLLEGE OF EXPRESS ION AND 
SUMMER STUDY NEAR THE LAKE SHORE 
Conscious always of the influence of enjoyment in work of 
a persona·! and inspirational character Columbia is looking for-
ward wi th a fixed confidence to the six weeks of training in 
atmosphere conducive to \\'a rk and play . 
Living in the old Far\\'e ll mansion opposite the historic 
Chicago W ater T ower and just across the st reet from the 
beautiful new home of the Ill inois Women's Athletic Club; 
with the McClintock Campus Buildings to the east and the 
Quigley Memorial Building to the west; with the Fourth 
Presbyterian Church just around the corner and the Drake 
H otel and the shores of Lake Michigan beyond, the student 
wi ll have, within w;dking distance the city's principal theatres, 
libraries, Art Institute and recreation centers, all the privileges 
of a cultured home, an em·ironment vibrating with the artistic 
and a h ealthy, pleasant atmosphere, such as the cool breezes 
of Lake Michigan can create. 
The su mmer courses at Columbia are planned to meet the 
needs of those who wish to try out their powers in either or 
both fields of development; for the teacher who wishes new 
material and new methods of work; for the public artist who 
wishes help in planning recital programs; for th e man or woman 
desiring to correct personal deficiencies and increase influence 
in a business or social way. Over thirty courses are offered in 
Expression and Physical Education . These courses include 
training in dramatic art, play production, public speaking, 
voice, gymnastics, dancing, festival and literary interpretation. 
Classes are divided into small groups in order to give students 
a large amount of individual training. Special arrangements 
are made for private lessons both for those who do not wish 
class work and for those who wish individual instruction in 
addition to class work. 
The teachers are specialists in their particular lines. They 
are interested in the individual student and cheerfully generous 
of their time. They belieYe in the educative effects of con-
structive criticism, and seek, not to change but to develop in 
a natural, forceful mann er, those characteristics in the iw 
dividual student which will make him count for the most in 
his life and his profession. 
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NEW FACULTY MEMBERS FOR 1927 
To meet the growing interest in Little Theatre organizations 
Columbia selects for the director of the Summer Players Miss 
L. Louise Stephens, a youn g woman with thorough prepara-
tion and wide ex perience in the field of dr<tma. Miss Stephens 
is a graduate of the Universi ty of Chicago and the Columbia 
College of Expression. For a number of ye<trs she has been 
an instructor and dranutic coach in normal schools and col-
leges. This past yea r she was one of a small group selected for 
special training with George Pierce Baker at Yale University. 
Kathleen Scott is not new to Columbia students. As a 
teacher of Pantomime, Pl atform Reading and Children's En-
tertainmen ts she has made herself known in and about 
Chicago. She comes to us this summer fresh from a second 
season with Madame Alber ti and the Irvine Studio Players. 
G ladys Anderson Benedict is an experienced teacher and 
professional coach. She was one of the first pupils at the 
Pavley-Oukrainsky Ballet school; she has studied Russian 
technique with Tarosolf, Romeo and Albertierii of New York, 
Italian technique with Mescagno; professional dancing with 
N ed \Vayburn. She has speciali zed in character, national, tap 
and acrobatic dancin g and holds certificates from Serova, 
Chalif and others. Miss Benedict is a synthetic artist, capable 
of imparting knowledge clearly and sympathetically to be-
ginners as well as advanced students. T eachers should notice 
the special normal course offered during the summer. 
NEW COURSES FOR 1927 
A clinic course giving material for children and suggesting 
methods of presentation. 
Special normal cou rse in dancing for both beginners and 
advanced stud ents. The work of e<tch week will be complete 
in itself. 
Advanced drama course combining scenic effects with ar-
tistic ac ting. 
Literary study correlated wi th vocal expression. A course 
designed for teachers who wish to make the study of En glish 
Literatu re vital and vivid through proper vocal interpretation. 
PUBLIC PERFORMANCES 
Regular weekly recitals by studen ts of the summer session. 
Special Lectures and Recitals by faculty members. 
Presentation of Modern Plays. 
10 CoLU:\IBJA CoLLEGE OF ExPRESSIO N AN D 
RECREATION 
Excursions 
Chicago abounds with interest for the summer visitor. 
Specia I excursions are arranged for the college students which 
include a boat trip to Milwa ukee; a day at the famous Sand 
Dunes; a visit to the University of Chicago, the adjoining parks 
and Lorado T aft's famous Statue of Time; an afternoon at the 
Art Institute under the direction of Margaret Gardner, instruc-
tor at th e college; a visit to the Field Museum, where one may 
see recent collections brot1 ght by the Roosevelt brothers from 
Africa; a trip across the street through the Illinois W omen's 
Athletic club ; investigation o f some of the leading se ttlements 
in Chicago, notably Hull H ouse and Chicago Commons, with 
a glimpse of the Ghetto; an evening at the famous Municipal 
Pier, where one may observe community service at fi rsthand ; 
an excursion to Lin coln Park, including a visit to the Babies' 
Fresh Air Sanitarium, the Historical Museum , the new Aquar-
ium, the world-famed statues of Lincoln and Grant, and the 
Drake H otel, where one may observe housekeeping on a large 
scale. 
Music 
Ravinia is a haven for lovers of music during the summer. 
At this beautiful spot one may listen to both concert and 
opera. This summer we are to hear, in addition to leading 
artists of the Chicago Civic O pera Company, some noted 
singers from New York. 
Lake Michigan 
Scarcely two blocks away is Lake Michigan giving us cool 
breezes, beautiful drives and excellent b<tthin g beaches. 
Motor Busses 
The motor bus service has been increased so extensively 
during the pas t year that nea rly every park can be reached by 
this convenient method of transportation . Numbers 51, 53 
and 34 stop within half a block of the college building and 
make connections in the loop with coaches going south and 
west. 
NoR~IAL ScHOOL or. PHYSICAL EnucATION ll 
Theatres 
Interesting plays are promised for the summer season at the 
city theatres which are within walking distance of the college. 
Many Little Theatre groups in the neighborhood expect to 
present plays for a part of the season. 
Parks 
The parks of Chicago are famous throughout the country . 
Here one may .enjoy outdoor sports; tennis, golf and horseback 
riding. Here, too, one may enjoy a Columbia picnic or a quiet 
hour in some cool and sheltered spot. 
MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY 
A large manuscript library is maintained at the college, 
where students may come in contact with a wide variety of 
material, and make selections for their own programs or those 
of their students for the coming season. During the year, a 
great many new cuttings have been made, including plays and 
stories for entire evening programs. 
BIBLE RECORD DEPARTMENT 
This department is of importance to students, teachers and 
all others interested in the vital interpretation of literature . 
Miss Mary A. Blood has had three double faced records mack 
of her Bible readings. They reproduce to a remarkable degree 
her fineness of diction, her purity of tone and her spiri tual 
power. These records may be secured at the college-for fur-
ther information write to Department R., Columbia College · 
of Expression, 120 East Pearson street. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
Admission 
All students who desire to enroll for the Summer Session <ll 
Columbia should, if possible, fill out and send application bbnk 
together with statement of courses desired, to the regist r;n 
before the second week in June. No entrance examinatiun 
will be required. Students will be allowed to enroll for any 
courses in which they can maintain an <tverage standing. 
Credits 
All work of the summer session is accredited on the colkt.:<' 
records. Certificates are granted on the completion of thr~-,­
summers' work. Advanced credit is given to graduate student:.;. 
Chicago teachers may receive t\\"O credits toward salary pm 
motion 111 six weeks. 
Hours of Study 
Classes are held every day except Monday from 8:50 A. M. 
to 2:00 P. M., thus leaving the afternoon free for recreation, 
study and dramatic rehearsals. 
Living Arrangements 
Rooms in the dormitory are assigned in the order in which 
reserv<ttion fees are received. The reservation fee for summn 
is ten dollars; this amount will be credited on rental of rO(Jill. 
Each student should bring bedding for single bed, to mcct 
individual needs. If desired, linen and towels wi ll be furnished 
at an additional cost of $1.50 per week. 
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Fees 
All fees for the summer session are payable in advance on 
the date of registration. No refunds will be made. Expenses 
may be estimated as follows: 
Matriculation- (Charged but once on entrance) ..... $ 5.00 
Tuition (entire session) 
Columbia College of Expression 
or 
Columbia Normal School of Physical Education .. .. .. 65.00 
(For 4 weeks or less, per week). .. 14.75 
(Special Classes, per period).. 1.00 
Special Normal Training Course in Dancing (2 
hours per day for 6 weeks)... 60.00 
(For single week).. 15.00 
Regular Courses in Expression or Physical Educa-
tion plus Normal Training course in dancing... 90.00 
Swimming fee . ....... .... ....... ............ 7.50 
Special Social Dancing Class ( 10 lessons).. 10.00 
I3oard and Room (entire session) .. 
Supervised Trips (estimate) 
Private Lessons 
With Miss Blood 
Ten half-hour lessons ..... 
75.00 to 108.00 
15.00 
. ............ $40.00 
With Miss Stephens, Mr. Crawford, Miss Scott, 
Miss Abbott or Miss Gardner 
Ten half-hour lessons ... 
\Vith Miss Benedict or Mrs. Hansen 
Ten half-hour lessons (with music) .. 
30.00 
37.50 
COLUM BIA COLLE GE OF E XPRESSION AND 
DEPARTMENTS OF EXPRESSION 
INTERPRETATION 
" T o be able to und erstand and appreciate literature, is one step in 
interpretati on: to be able to present living th oughts and feelin gs to a 
listenin g and eage r audi ence is another step of so mewhat lo nge r 
dim ension s." 
1. Technique of Reading 
A funda mental course for all those who wish to learn the 
principles oi expressive reading which may be applied to all 
work in platform reading, drama and story tell ing. This course 
w ili be o f special benefit to those students who h ave diffi culty 
in working up their own selections. Credit 1 minor. 
III. English Literature and Interpretation Correlated 
A. discri i11i nating course in vocal expression . The student 
through careful and thoughtful literary associations is taught 
to command attention , to recreate the au thor 's feeling, to sense 
the atmosphere in which the selection was written and to give 
vocal expression to these thoughts and feelings. A very vital 
course for chose desiring to teach English literature th rough 
vocal expression. Credit I poi nt. 
IV. Readings for Public Entertainment 
This course meets the needs of those who wish to secure an 
extensive repertoire, suitable for many occasions. The division 
of the class into small sections insures much prac tical drill. A 
variety of material is used , including humorous and dramatic 
narratives, short poems and character sketches. Attention is 
ca lled to selections havin g a uni versal appeal. Credit I minor. 
V. Plays for the Platform 
The popularity of the dramatic form for interpretation leads 
the progressive teacher of expression to offer a course in the 
study and presentation of the one·act p lay. Each student 
will be expected to cut , memorize and present at least one en · 
tire one•act play during the summer season. Credit I minor. 
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Va. Program Making; the Auditorium Hour 
This course is designed for all those who are called upon 
to plan and execute programs of seasonal and varied character 
for themselves and students. Special attention will be paid to 
exhibition work in the grades and high school and some time 
will be spent upon the study and presentation of selections. It 
is a course of particular moment for those who direct audi-
torium and club activities. Credit 1 point. 
Vb. Public Recital 
Once a week aH the classes of the summer school will meet 
together for public recitaL giving students an opportunity of 
presenting· their readings or lectures before a larger and more 
varied audience. 
VI. Afternoon and Evening Programs 
Special afternoon and evening recitals by experienced plat-
form readers will be held throughout the summer session. 
Dates to be announced later. 
VII. Biblical Interpretation 
This course is designed to aid all those who are called upon 
to read the Bible, either to small groups or large audiences. 
Suggestion and interpretation of passages suitable for special 
occasions will be given . The course will also include the selec-
tion and dramatiz,ation of Bible Stories for church presentation. 
Credit 1 point. 
VIII. English XII.-Modern Poetry 
During the summer students will be asked to select from the 
poems of the d;ly those best adapted for public presentation. 
The purpose of the course is to stimulate an interest in the 
poetic material of the day and to give opportunity for working 
up a repertoire of British and American poetry. Credit I point. 
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THE PLAY-DRAMATIC ART 
It is the aim of the drama department to present courses of value to 
dramatic coaches, community workers, Little Theatre organi"ers, teach· 
ers and others who are called upon to take part in, and direct plays. 
Practice will be given in the interpretation of both normal and eccen-
tric characters. Modern methods of staging, lighting and costuming 
will be presented and p ractical demonstrations will be carried out in 
Columbia's Little Theatre. 
Ia. Pantomimic Art. 
This course is an essential preparation for and supplement to 
all classes in drama and platform reading. It opens with care-
ful observation of simple attitudes, walks and movements in 
life. These are recreated from memory into pantomimic action. 
Then follows the pantomimic reaction to one emotion and the 
transition from one emotion to another. After practice in the 
pantomimic interpretation of myths, folk tales and other forms 
of literature, which are further developed in the classes in 
Festival and Pageantry, the class will work out original pan· 
tomimes. Credit 1 point. 
II. American and British Theatric Art. The One-Act Play 
In this course students will become familiar with many 
plays, chiefly of American and English origin. Plays will be 
studied with a view to presentation and opportunities will be 
given for working out stage business, characteri~ation and 
effective settings in one-act plays of various types ranging from 
the broadest farce to the most serious drama. Credit 1 minor. · 
IV. Modern Drama. European Technique and Acting 
For those already conversant with the most obvious forms 
of the national drama this course offers a rich field of study. 
The continental drama will be studied for both literary and 
acting qualities and some of the more difficult problems in 
stage presentation will be worked out in class. Credit 1 minor. 
IVa, Play Presentation 
An advanced class in play acting for those who possess 
more than average ability. The more unusual types of drama 
will be studied for presentation in Columbia's Little Theatre. 
Admission to class by examination. Special fcc $10.00. Credit 
1 point. 
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ART-VISUAL PLAY PRODUCTION 
I. Stagecraft 
A course for those who wish to specialize on the visual side 
of play production. Modern principles of lighting, color, ar· 
rangement and design are illustrated in model stages which 
are constructed in the workshop. Credit 1 minor. 
II. Make Up 
The general principles of make up are studied and illus· 
trated. Credit with Art I. 
VOICE 
Never before has there been such a scholarly interest in the training 
of the speaking voice. Colleges and universities are conducting special 
research studies in th e field. The advance of the radio has led to a 
popular interest in pronunciation, .tone qualities and diction. The 
present situation is a challenge to the activities of the tongue. We 
urge the following courses for those in the profession and those out· 
side of the profession who wish to improve their natural speaking 
voices. 
J. English IV.-Technique of the Speaking Voice-Tone 
Production 
The following topics will be conside~ed: Proper Adjustment 
of Vocal Organs; Placement and Direction of Tone; Ear Train· 
ing ; Breath Control; Resonance; Accuracy of Speech. Credit 
1 point. 
II. English V.-Quality of Tone-Power of Voice. 
Voice I is a pre-requisite of this course. The subjects con· 
sidered are: Development of Resonance, Tone Modulation, 
Development of Power, and Brilliancy of Tone. Credit 1 point. 
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SPEECH 
If we speak, let us speak with clearness and with force. 
II. Public Address 
The course aims to aid those who feel the demands of the 
varying public activities of the day. The plan pursued in 
teaching is to train the student to think logically, to speak 
forcefully and readily, and to acqui re the power of influencing 
an audience through genuine self-expression. 
The student is given abundant opportunity to deliver 
speeches illustrating the most usual types of public address, 
receiving from the teacher detailed criticism of his work in 
correcting defects of thought and delivery. Credit I minor. 
III. Debate 
This course is designed to give help to those who are called 
upon to participate in debates or to coach debating teams. 
Students are trained to analyze current public questions, to 
think logically and accurately, to define issues and to deliver 
material in a direct and vigorous manner. Credit I minor. 
EDUCATION 
If you are not gaining the best results in the teaching of Expression, 
plan to take this course given under the direction of Miss Blood, a 
T eacher. · 
I. Practice T caching 
This course is intended for all those who wish to improve 
their teaching of reading, vocal expression and literary inter-
pret<ttion. Opportunity will be given for teaching the more 
important phases in the development of expressive reading. 
Round table conferences will be held. Credit I point. 
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JUVENILE ACTIVITIES 
I. English VII-Story Programs 
A knowledge of the "story to tell" and training in the 
"best way · to tell it" are two results to be obtained in this 
class during the summer term. N ew lists of stories will be 
given. Credi t I minor. 
II. Drama V. Dramatic Art for Children 
A vital course for all those who teach children. Readings, 
pantomimes and plays wi ll be studied and adapted for children 
of all ages. Once a week stud ents will be able to observe a 
class in children's platform reading. Credit I minor. 
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DEPARTMENTS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
DANCING 
Normal Training 
The normal training course will be a special feature of the 
department of Physical Education during the summer of 1927. 
This is a highly condensed and practical course for all those 
who wish to learn how to dance and to secure material for 
teaching. The course is planned to cover the field of dance 
material necessary for teaching in any studio or school. Rus-
sian and Italian technique; character, folk, acrobatic and inter-
pretive dances will be ·included in the material presented. The 
work is arranged for both beginning and advanced students 
and is so planned that one class observes while the other is 
on the floor, thus enabling students to secure the most with 
the greatest economy of effort. The class will meet two hours 
per day five days a week for six weeks. A certificate will be 
granted to all those who satisfactorily complete the work of 
the entire six weeks. 
Special Classes 
For those who can spend a very limited amount of time 
upon dancing courses, meeting three times a week, will be 
arranged in connection with the regular courses in Physical 
Education and Expression. · 
GAMES 
I. Recreational Gymnastics 
In this course some time will be spent in working out games 
for all the grades, stunts, simple pyramids and drills especially 
good for public exhibitions. Credit 1 point. 
II. Corrective Exercises 
A course on the deformities and diseases amenable to treat-
ment by exercise and massage; practical experience in the gen-
eral and specific treatment of faulty posture, foot trouble, 
spinal curvatures, infantile paralysis, muscular contractions, 
obesity, etc., including the general principles of massage. 
Credit 1 point. 
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III. Swimming 
Each student will receive individual instruction according 
to her ability. For the advanced student the course offers 
theory and practice of life saving, diving and rules for events 
'lnd meets. 
FESTIVAL-PAGEANTRY-DANCE DRAMA 
I. Structure 
This course is intended for those who are called upon to 
arrange, direct or take part in these types of entertainment. 
Under this heading are considered the organi~ation, the 
writing of the pageant book and the interpretation of the 
same through music, dance, pantomime and speech. Atten-
tion will be given to the design, color scheme and costumes 
of each pageant. Each student will have the opportunity of 
writing a pageant, festival or dance drama for his own per-
sonal use. Suggestions will be given for pageants on health, 
Americanization, new citi~enship and subjects suitable for 
special patriotic and holiday celebrations. 
II. Rehearsal 
In this section students will have actual practice in develop-
ing the different elements of the festival; the grouping, the 
pantomime, the dance, the lines, the costumes and the music. 
Costumes for particular pageants will be worked out in the 
class in Design. 
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Free Placement Bureau 
The college recommends an increasing number of teachers, 
physical directors, playground workers and entertainers each 
year. Those desiring information regarding the placement 
bureau should either write or telephone the Registrar of the 
College. 
The college can furnish readers at prices varying from five 
to seventy-five dollars. 
Visiting 
The college invites all those who plan to study Expression 
or Physical Education to visit the classes for a day and thor-
oughly .investigate the work which is being done. 
Correspondence 
Those who contemplate entering the college are requested 
to write early, stating purpose in taking up the work. Address 
CoLuMRIA CoLLEGE oF ExPRESSION 
CoLU~IBIA ?\oRMAL Sc.uooL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
120 EAST PEARSON STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
.JUL. 2 ·J ''"""' ! "> :/ ; ~: .. ...::. , ; 

COLUMBIA 
College of Expression 
and N annal .~s:hool of 
Physical Education 
MARCH, 1927 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SUMMER SESSION 
1927 
UNIVERSi TY Of ILLi!\!OJ~; 
120 EAST P EARSON STREET CHICAGO 
6 CoLu~rBrA CoLLEGE or- ExrREssrox ,\ND 
Administrative Faculty 
l\1ARY :\. Br.ooo, Ixr-r. D. 
President 
GEORGE L. ScHERGER, PH. D. 
Financial Secretary-Treasurer 
HAzEL ABBOTT. A. ;vi., B. E. 
Registrar 
_T.-'c:-.-E :\'Einl.-\N 
Oflice Secretary 
i\NT!ON ETTE KESTER 
D ean of I Vomen 
Board of Directors 
·=*vVru.rA~r A. CoLLEDGE, D. D. , President 
Department of Education, Redpath Lyceum Bureau 
''NATHANIEL BUTLER, A. lVl., LL. D., Vice-President 
Secretary to the President, University of Chicago 
STELLA B. VI:-.-CEXT, PH. D., Secretary 
Instructor, Chicago Normal College 
GEORGE L. ScHERGER, PH . D. 
Department of History, Armour Institute, Chicago, Ill. 
Hox. RoilERT i'dcl\!IuRDY 
Of the Chicago Bar 
HFRBERT L vVILLETT D D Co~ncii of Federated Chu;-ch~s 
ANNA M. ScHAEDLER 
Lecturer and Publicist, vVilmette, Illinois 
MARY A. I3LOO!l, LITT. D. 
Chicago, Illinois 
HAZEL ABBOTT, A. M., B. E. 
Chicago, Illinois 
*Deceased, 1927 
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Standards 
The Columbia College of Expression is recog-
nized by the State Examining Board of Illi-
nois. Men and women holding our diploma 
are qualified to teach any branch of English. 
vocal expression and physical training in the 
schools of this state and all states having 
reciprocity with Illinois without examination. 
Courses . of Columbia College of Expression 
are accredited by the Chicago Board of Ed-
ucation for the salary promotion of both grade 
and high school teachers. 
ISSUED BY 
CoLUMBIA CoLLEGE OF ExPRESSION 
CoLUMBIA NoRMAL ScHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
120 EAST P EARSON STREET 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
5 
An Established and Incorporated College 
It was in 1890 that two young women, Miss Mary A. 
D!ood and Mrs. Ida Morey-Riley, conceived the idea of a 
school of expression based upon principles truly educational , 
upon teaching methods constructive in character and upon 
a spirit joyfully hopeful and helpful. The school was 
located in the Stevens Art Building. It was called the Co-
lumbia School of Oratory. Later it was housed in Steinway 
Hall on Van Buren Street. 
The Columbia School of Oratory was incorporated in 
1904 as an institution not for profit and called the Columbia 
College of Expression. In 1916, in order to meet the de-
mand for dormitory accommodations the college moved to 
3358 South Michigan Boulevard. In 1925 in order to have 
an environment in harmony with its cultural ideals the loca-
tion was changed to the lake shore region at 120 East Pear-
son Street. 
Columbia Advantages 
Columbia College is a school of expression open to both 
young men and women, offering through its various depart-
ments cultural, professional and collegiate training. It gives 
to each individual student, through its faculty of specially 
trained and sympathetic workers the opportunity to develop 
whatever latent powers he may possess. The power of per-
sonality is an unquestioned fact. It is an asset in any busi-
ness. At Columbia the development of personality is an 
essential part of the training. Charm of manner, ability to 
read human nature, to sympathize with people in various 
vocations are among the acquired and developed character-
istics of Columbia students. 
In consequence, Coulmbia students become leaders both 
in the social and educational worlds. Graduates hold large 
and responsible positions. Some are presidents of schools, 
others directors of departments and some leaders in political 
and educational groups. In the dramatic schools of Chicago 
alone twelve are holding executive positions. Throughout 
the country successful teachers and readers are to be found. 
On the stage, as directors of li ttle theatres, others find at-
tractive positions. The puppet show which was recently 
introduced into the art department has already had several 
[ 7) 
successful trips on Chautauqua circuits. The auditorium 
hour in both grade and high schools has attracted many pro-
fessionally trained students. 
For young men the possibilities in the profession are un-
limited and the field is not crowded. As lecturers, debating 
coaches, scenic artists and directors they are filling interest-
ing and lucrative positions. 
It is gratifying to those who have long known the value 
of expressional training to see the recognition which col-
leges and universities are g iving to dramatic departments. 
In some instances large universities, such as Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, have allied themselves with special dra-
matic schools in order that their students may have the 
benefit of this training. In other instances large depart-
ments have developed within the university. Along with 
this extension of work in the universities has come the 
recognition by expressional schools of the value of college 
courses in their curricula. No better background for ex-
pression can be found than the material acquired in the 
various literary courses. 
Columbia offers college courses in English, Science, Psy-
chology and Education. Students graduating from the two 
year course receive credit in expressional subjects plus sev-
eral majors of credit toward a college degree, credits which 
are accepted in the leading universities of the country. 
Too much emphasis can not be placed upon the import-
ance of this training for college graduates. A one year 
course leading to an expressional degree prepares students 
for positions in the public speaking, dramatic and speech 
departments in the leading schools and colleges of the 
country. At the present time the demand for students so 
equipped is greater than the supply. For special courses 
and degrees see page 23. 
Nature of Training at Columbia 
Columbia trains its students by class and private instntc-
tion. During the week each student receives twenty-five 
periods of class work. Classes are divided into small sec-
tions, so tktt students receive a large amount of individual 
instruction. If, however, a student wishes to combine class 
instruction with private lessons, he may take twenty-three 
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periods of class work and one of private. Tuition for the 
class work alone amounts to about thirty cents a class period. 
For special rates which include both class and private in-
struction, see page 25. 
For the most part classes are helcl from 8:50 A. III. to 
2:00 P. M. with forty minutes at 12:30 P. l\II. for luncheon. 
This plan leaves the afternoon free for recreation, rehear-
sals, special recitals and study. 
Advantages of Chicago 
Chicago is without doubt the metropolis of the middle-
west. Not only in the field of commercial activities is it 
known-as a centre of industry it attracts many people-
but the huge packing plants, the stock yards and various 
other industries are not the only drawing powers of the 
magnet. Chicago is an art centre. The Art Institute, Field 
Museum and the Historical Society's Library and Museum 
are buildings which contain evidence of a lively and scholarly 
interest in the preservation of the best and most interesting 
in the fields of painting, sculpture, and historic remains. 
In music we have but to mention the Civic Opera Com-
pany and the Symphony Orchestra. In education the uni-
versities, special schools, libraries, social settlements, notably 
Hull House and Chicago Commons, present evidence of a 
high degree of progress. 
The parks, miles of boulevards, playgrounds, theatres, 
bathing beaches and community centres give proof of Chi-
cago's interest in beauty and recreation. The city of Chi-
cago alone is an observation school worth attending·. 
Columbia's Location 
The Columbia College of Expression is located in the 
centre of this art, education and beauty. Situated in one 
of the famous old residences just off North Michigan Boule-
vard, opposite the beautiful and historic water tower, across 
the street from the Illinois vVomen's Athletic Club, it gives 
to its students every advantage of contact with that which 
is beautiful, educational and artistic. It is within walking 
distance of the principal libraries-the Newberry, the Public 
Library and the Crerar; within walking distance also of the 
Art Institute, thus giving its students opportunity for re-
search work without a great expenditure of time or money. 
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The college is within three blocks of the Lake Shore 
Drive, where are to be found some of the most beautiful 
residences in the city. It is within easy access of the prin-
cipal churches: the lVIethodist Temple, located in the loop, 
is about a fifteen minute walk; the Fourth Presbyterian 
within a block-Episcopal, Catholic and other churches are 
equally convenient. 
Transportation 
The school may be reached by means of the elevated 
trains through connections at Chicago Avenue station; the 
Chicago Avenue surface cars pass just one block south of 
Pearson Street; the State Street cars are two blocks west. 
People using the Illinois Central Railway will find the school 
only a short walk from South \Nater Street. Those who 
desire to ride may take a bus from this point. North Side 
motor coaches and the south side coaches, Numbers 1 and 6, 
are the most convenient methods of transportation. The 
north side coaches pass within half a block of the school. 
Diplomas 
Readers-
A two year course, preparing students for the lyceum and chau-
tauqua platform. 
Teachers and Play Directors-
Two and three year courses preparing students for positiOns as 
teachers of Public Speaking and Vocal Expression, Play Directors, 
Story Tellers and Community Leaders. 
Public Speakers-
A two year course with special training in public address. 
Post Graduate-
A diploma given to those students who complete the three year 
course. 
Degrees 
Bachelor of Expression-
A one year course for college graduates leading to the degree of 
B. E., Bachelor of Expression. 
Master of Expression-
College graduates who have taken the course leading to a B. E. 
degree at the Columbia College of Expression or its equivalent in 
another institution and who can present evidence of at least one year's 
successful teaching or platform experience are eligible for entrance 
to our one year course leading to the degree of 1-f. E., Master of 
Expression. 
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New Features for 1926-1927 
The Adviso1·y Board 
In order to insure the permanency and to fo ster the 
growth of the work which Columbia is doing in character 
building, in development of personality and in preparing 
people for professional work as teachers, readers, lecti.1rers, 
play directors and story tellers, the Alumni Association and 
the Board of Directors of the College have sought to enlist 
the services of progressive and prominent people who would 
stand back of and speak fo r the interests of the College. 
The following people constitute the nucleus of that Advisory 
Board. 
DR. FREDERICK H. SHANNON 
lVIRs A. STARR BEsT 
DR. Jon NSTON l\hERS 
MR. AND MRs. \iVILLIA~I Ocmm CoLEMA N 
CLAuDINE Coor.mcE 
Afternoon Classes for Club Women 
and others seeking definite training in Public Speaking, 
Voice Building, English, Literature and Dancing. 
To women who feel that they are unable to fill adequately 
positions in clubs and societies, to women who wish to be 
aule to meet with greater ease and power people in the best 
circles, to those who desire the gi ft of intelligent conversa-
tion, we strongly recommend these specially conducted 
classes . Tuesday afternoons . Sec page 26 for special rates. 
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Calendar for the Year 
1926 
Autumn Term, Rcgistration ________ Tuesday, September 14 
Autumn Term, Class worh begins _T¥ ednesday, September 15 
Founder's Day ____________________ Thursday, October 14 
Thanh giving DaY---.,------------ Thursday, November 25 
Christmas Holidays begin _________ Saturday, December 18 
1927 
Work is resumed ___________________ Tuesday, January 4 
Washington's Birthday ____ ___ ______ Tuesday, February 22 
Spring Vacation begins _______________ Saturday, April 9 
Studies resumed ______ ___ ___ __________ Tuesday, April 19 
School Year closes ______________________ Friday, June 10 
Summer Term, Registration ____________ Tuesday, June 21 
Summer Tern~, Class worh begins _____ Wednesday, June 22 
Smnmer Term Closes_ ______________ _, __ Saturday, July 30 
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F acuity of Instruction 
MARY A. BLOOD, LITT. D., President 
Technique of Reading; Methods of Teaching 
Literary Interpretation; Orations 
Bible Reading 
GEORGE L. SCHERGER, PH. D. 
English; Public Speaking; Debate; History 
EDITH S. LUEDERS 
Diction; Phonetics; Story Telling; Dramatization 
AN NE IRENE LARKIN 
Voice, Platform Reading; Theatrical Revivals; Modern Drama 
Play Acting; Bodily Expression 
:Modern Poetry 
HAROLD A. EHREN SPERGER, A. :tvf. 
European Drama 
HAZEL BELLE ABBOTT, A . M., B. E. 
Literary I nterpretation; Folk Lore Materials; O ra l English 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A . B., B. E. 
Junior Department 
Pantomime ; Story Programs; Children's Plays; Public Entertainment 
Drama; Platform Reading 
STELLA B. VINCENT, PH. D. 
Psychology 
SoL R. EILERT, A. B . 
History of Education 
ELIZABETH GRA YDEAL 
Pageantry; Aesthetic Dancing; Gymnastics 
Folk Dancing 
ALBERT TEUSCHER 
Public School Gymnastics; . Drill• 
GEORGE E. :MILLER, Pn. D. 
Physiology 
FRANCIS M. ARNOLD 
Art Appreciation; Sculpture; P a inting 
MARGARET GARDXER 
Costume Design; Stage Settings; Chalk T alks 
ANNA SHAW GRACE 
Musical Director 
\VILHELMINA McEACHERN, B. S., A. M., M. D. 
Examining Physician 
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Prospective Tourists Club 
A course especially designed for those who are planning 
trips abroad . Classes will be organized by men and women 
who have travelled and conducted tours throughout Europe. 
·write to the registrar for definite information regardin g 
these travel classes which will open in October. 
Night School-Spare Time Courses 
Expressive Reading, Public Speaking, Dramatic Art, 
Platform Entertainment. 
The courses of the Columbia College of E xpression are 
condensed to meet the immediate needs of those who wish 
definite educational training carr ied on in a constructive, 
enjoyable and pleasant atmosphere. Full credit for work 
clone is given on the college records. A special study is 
made of individual problems. Opening session Monday, Oc-
tober 4 at 6:30 P . M. For rates see page 26. 
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Certificates 
Cha utauquas, Lyceum Entertainers and Coaches-
A one year course including both class and private lessons pre-
preparing students fo r work as Junior supervisors, story tellers, public 
readers and coaches of contests and plays. 
Summer Students-
A cer tificate is granted to summer students who have completed 
the required courses of three summer sessions (eighteen weeks) at 
the Columbia College of Expression. 
Courses and Credits 
The work of this institution is accredited by the state examining 
board, making it possible for graduates to secure a special certificate 
to teach Expression without examination. All courses are accredited 
by the Chicago Board of. Education for the salary promotion of 
grade teachers and certain courses are accredited for high school 
teachers. Selected courses are accredited by the Univers ity of Chi-
cago toward a bachelor's degree. 
Credits at the Columbia College of Expression are counted in 
, majors and minors. The number of class hours of instruction neces-
sary for securing a major varies in different courses. In the science 
courses two laboratory periods count as one class period ; in the 
expression courses where workshop methods are employed largely 
the number of hours is inc reased; in the regular college courses 
from 54 to 60 class hours constitute a major and from 27 to 30 class 
hours a minor. 
Professional Credits-Two Year Course 
(7 majors or 21 semester hours). 
1 major-Education I (Practice T eaching). 
1 major- Methods, General (Vol. I and English II ). 
1 major-Methods, Special (Voice, brama, Children's Litera-
ture). 
2 majors-Theory and Practice (Art II, III, P lat form Material, 
Recital). 
1 major-Psychology, General. 
1 minor- Psychology, Child. 
1 minor-History of Education. 
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Outline of Courses for 1926-1927 
INTERPRETATION 
MARY A. BLOOD, Litt. D. 
ANNE I RENE LARKIN 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B., B. E. 
I. Technique of Reading 
(a) The student taking this course is taught first to group words 
in reading, as he does in conversation, to represent ideas, and to 
express through the voice the association and relative value of these 
ideas. Second, the student is enabled to express through response 
to these ideas that emotion which is the heart and soul of all ex-
pressive reading. 
This course can also be counted for credit as English. 
(b) Development of power to read ideas. Intellectual concep-
tion. Imaging. Studies of expression of simple emotions. Vocal 
language of emotion. Studies of development of directness. Prac-
tical exercises for cultivation of animation in reading and speaking. 
As preparation for this course, students are requested to read entire 
classic from which cuttings are made for interpretation. Credit 1 
major. 
Ia. Methods 
II. Interpretation of Standard Literature 
This course continues the work of Interpretation I with particu-
lar attention to facility in word grouping and phrase accent. The 
completion of this course assures the mastery of speech tunes of 
ordinary English construction. Credit 1 minor. 
III. Development of Reading 
Vividness of imagery. Studies in social emotions. Relation of 
reader to audience. Commanding attention. Intensity of expression. 
Development of momentum. Studies in light • and shade. Subtlety. 
Studies in fulfillment of author's purpose. Expression of moral 
height of emotion. Studies in atmosphere. Power of expression. 
As preparation for this course students are required to read entire 
classic from which cuttings are taken for interpretation. Credit 1 
minor. 
IV. Platform Reading 
This course aims to provide the student with a sufficient reper-
toire to enable him to present three complete programs. The mate-
rial used is humorous and dramatic prose, poems, brief character 
sketches and one-act plays. 
Classes arc divided into small sections, securing for each student 
practically private instruction and the opportunity of working upon 
an audience with each recitation. In addition the student has a good 
mastery of all recitations which are handled by his group-a matter 
of much moment to those who need a large repertoire. 
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Once a week all the classes meet together for public recital, thus 
giving students an opportunity of presenting their readings or lectures 
before a larger and more varied audience. Credit 3 majors. 
V. Artistic Reading 
This is a continuation course, with course IV or its equivalent 
as a prerequisite. Emphasis is placed on the psychology of audiences 
and method of appeal. Repertoire is enlarged by adding readings for 
special clays and for special groups. Interpretation of a book or a 
play for an entire evening is required . Credi t 4 majors. 
VI. Play Interpretation 
Inte rpretation of plays, and presentation of the same in reci tals. 
Original material. Credit 2 ma jors. 
VII. Biblical Interpretation 
This course is designed to aid all those who are called upon to 
read the Bible, either to small groups or large audiences. Suggestion 
and interpretation of passages su itable . for special occasions will be 
g iven. The course wi ll also include· the selection and dramatization 
of Bible Stories for church presentation. Credit 1 minor. 
DRAMA 
HAROLD A. EnRENSPERGER, A. M. 
A NNE I RENE L ARKIN 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B., B. E. 
I. Characterization-Period and Costume Plays 
Abandon, spontaneity, readiness of response are acquired in the 
fir st course in dramatic interpretation. vVork is based largely on 
those per iod plays of the eigthteenth and ear ly nineteenth centuries in 
which objecti ve characters ar prominent. T he Rivals, She Stoops to 
Conquer and Fashion are among the comedies used for presentation. 
Credi t 1 major. 
II. One-Act Plays 
This course undertakes to provide students with a general knowl-
edge of the development of the American theatre, to give aid in the 
selection of suitable American plays. 
One-act plays of varioqs types are studied and produced in this 
course. The student learns much of the science of stagecraft, some-
thing of the effects produced by lighting, gains a general knowledge 
of stage settings and has constant practice in acting. Credit 1 major. 
III. Development of Drama 
A lecture and demonstration course, covering the early period 
of dramatic literature. Special attention is given to the study of the 
Elizabethan period. Constant practice in the acting and directing of 
Shakespearean plays is r equired. Credi t 1 major. 
IV. Modern Drama 
(a) This course aims to meet the needs of teachers and others 
who select and produce plays for high schools, colleges and social 
and community centres. The following topics arc considered: 
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A brief review of modern drama; study, discussion and presenta-
tion of one-act and longer plays ; treatment of types of plays, farce, 
comedy, tragedy, fantasy, romantic drama; p;inciples of modern 
staging. Choosing a play; source, psychological effects of !me, 
mass and color. Lighting and stage decoration, original designs for 
harmonious and inexpens ive settings and costumes. 
(b) Practice in direction and coaching of plays. 
This class works in coni unction with the class in Design, in wh ich 
special color schemes, costume designs, and stage settings arc sug-
gested for the particular plays presented. Credit 1 major. 
V. Children's Entertainments 
(See Junior Department.) 
VI. Play Acting. Stage M echanics 
'I'hi s is distinctively a working course, offering personal training 
in a ll departments of play producing. It is designed for those who 
wish to direct or take part in plays. Principles of modern staging 
will be worked out, and Little Theatre organization and conduct 
exemplified. Credit 1 major. 
Vll. · Pageants-Festivals-Masques 
This course is intended for those who arc called upon to arrange, 
direct, or take par t in these types of entertainment. U nder thi s head-
ing are considered the organization, the writing of the pageant book, 
and the interpretation of the same through music, dance, pantomime 
and speech. Attention will be given to the design, color scheme 
and costumes of each pageant. Each student that desires will have 
the opr10rtunity of writing a pageant, festival, or a masque, for his 
own personal use. This work will be done largely through individua l 
conferences. Suggestions will be giYen for pageants on health, Amer-
icanization, new citizenship, reconstruction, and subjects suitable for 
special patriotic and holiday celebrations. Credit 1 ma jor. 
VIII. Biblica l Drama 
Dramatization of Bible stories. Study of current religious plays. 
Presenta tion of one drama. 
ENGLISH 
GEORGE L. SCHERGER, Ph. D. 
MARY A. BLOOD, Lil t. D. 
ANNE I RENE LARKIN. 
HAzEL BELLE ABBOTT, A. M., B. E . 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B., B. E. 
I. Rhetoric and Composition 
Engl ish composition is taught by means of lectures, class-room 
exercises, written work and consultation. The principles of composi-
tion arc treated with reference to the whole composit ion, the para-
graph, the sentence and the wore!. Besides the regular text book 
work and the weekly theme, a large amount of extemporaneous writ-
ing is required in class. Each student has a weekly private conference 
with the instructor in which to d iscuss the revision of the theme. 
Credit 1 major. 
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II. Tennyson 
In this course selected poems of Tennyson are studied, not only 
as literature but for the vocal expression of the various thought rela-
tions and emotional experiences, for speech technique, perspective of 
speech, and tone language. Credit 1 major. 
III. Advanced Composition 
This course is required of all students who complete the Junior 
College course. It is especially valuable for those who wish to take 
up journalistic work. Training will be given in all the forms of 
writing which appear in the modern magazine. Emphasis will be 
placed on narration. Credit 1 major. 
IV. (See Department of Voice.) 
V. (See Department of Voice.) 
VI. English Literature 
A general survey course of English literature. Credit 1 major. 
VII. (See Department of Voice.) 
VIII. (See Junior Department.) 
IX. Browning 
Introductory course. Study and presentation of characteristic 
short poems. Credit 1 minor. 
X. Kipling 
Study and interpretation of characteristic poems. Mastery of 
literary form. Viewpoint of Kipling. Kipling's message and its 
presentation. Special studies for programs. Credit 1 minor. 
XI. Writing One-Act Play 
This course is designed for those who in earlier studies have 
shown talent for dramatic writing. A finished one-act play is re-
quired for credit. Credit 1 major. 
XII. Contemporary Poe,(ry 
The purpose of this course is: 
First, to gain some knowledge of the new movements in con-
temporary poetry, their aim and achievement. 
Second, to stimulate interest in the poets of our own age and 
to turn to them for pleasure and refreshment. 
Third, by reading and discussion to arrive at more intelligent 
appreciation of the poetic output of the present. 
Fourth, by comment and criticism to gain facility of self-ex-
pression. 
Fifth, by vocal interpretation to secure ear training and a truer 
rhythmic sense. Credit 1 minor. 
XIII. Original Platform Material 
This course opens with a study of the short story of today. 
Technique. Analysis. Class discussion of representative stories. 
Students are required to submit original stories suitable for plat-
form presentation. Credit 1 major. 
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XIV. (See Department of Voice.) 
XV. Literary Appreciation 
The primary purpose of thi s course is to cultivate the taste of 
students for good litera ture by a s tudy of the social, economic and 
literary backg rounds of different centuries, and by the interpreta-
tion of selected works from the m ost prominent writers of the 
period. D uring the year 1926-1927 special attention w ill be given 
to the wri ters of the ea rly nineteenth century. English V I is a 
prerequisite for thi s course. Credit 1 major. 
VOICE 
ANNE I RENE L ARKIN 
EDITH S. LUEDERS 
IV, IVa. Technique of the Speaking Voice 
Anatomy and Physiology of Voice Ins trument ; Proper Ad-
justment of Vocal Organs; Correct Placement of Tongue; Exer-
cises for breath control, resonan t tone a nd fl exibility of tongue; 
desirable voice q ualities. Credit 1 minor. 
IVb. English Diction; Phonetics 
A technical s tudy of the sounds of the English lang uage, lead-
ing to accuracy in vowel and consonant sounds. Specific analysis 
of enunciat ion. Cons tant reading aloud is r equi red. Dialectic 
errors a re corrected. Credit 1 minor. 
V, Va. Voice Department 
P sychology o f Voice. Analysis and development of tone color. 
Interpretation of dramatic and lyric poems. 
Vb. Methods in Voice Training 
Discussion of problems. Reading and report s. Outline of 
genera l course in voice train ing. Credit 1 major with V and Va. 
VII. Speech Defects 
Introductory lec tu re on wha t has been done in this field.-
Analyses of minor defects, lisping, cluttering, substitute sounds. 
Analyses of major defects, stammering and stut tering. History 
of specific cases. Treatment based on psychology and physiology. 
Practical exercises and drill s. Credit 1 minor. 
XIV. Advanced Voice Training 
Development of power and brilliancy of tone without sacrifice 
of tone and color. Credit 1 minor. 
PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION 
MARY A. BLOOD, Litt. D. 
STELLA B. VINCENT, Ph. D. 
HAzEL BELLE Annorr, A. M., B. E. 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B ., B . E. 
SoL R. EILERT, A. B . 
Psychology I. General introductory course 
Study of nervous system, sensation, perception, m emory; more 
complex forms of consciousness, r eason, voli tion, etc.; imagery 
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process; learning process; voluntary control; ideational control; 
emotional expression. Credit 1 m ajor. 
Psychology II. Psychology of Childhood 
Credit 1 m inor. 
Education I. Principles and practices of teaching vocal expres-
sion and silent reading 
T his course is intended to give prac tical aid to all teachers of 
reading, vocal expression and li terary interp retation. Each stu-
dent is g iven opportunity of presenting his individua l problems, 
which will be worked out before the class. The place of progres-
sive silent reading will be conside red and methods of teaching 
illu strated. Credit 1 major. 
Education II. Principles and practices of teaching vocal expres-
sion and silent reading 
Present Day Methods and Texts in Elementary Reading; 
Silent Reading tests. Select ion and presentation of. speci mens of 
lyric and narra tive poetry, short s tories and essays for grammar 
grades. 
Texts: Huey's "Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading"; Mc-
gregor's "Supervised Study of English" ; Riverside Series-"Col-
lection of Grea t Narrative Poems." Credit 1 minor. 
Education Ill. History of Education 
Credit 1 minor. 
Education IV. Literature for Children and Youth. 
(See Junior Department.) 
Education V. Educational Psychology 
Credit 1 major. 
ART 
FRANCIS M. ARNOLD 
MARGARET GARDNER 
I. Apprecia tive Study of the Development of Sculpture and 
Painting; Lantern lllustrations 
The development of scu lpture f rom the Egyptian period to the 
present time. Special study of the master workers of Egyptian, 
Greek, Christian, Italian, French, al)d American artists. 
Antique painting-Early Christian, Italian and French Renais-
sance. Modern schools of France, Holland, England and America. 
Credit 1 minor. 
II. Design-Stage Settings 
A practical course for all those who present plays, pageants, 
or festivals. Application of art principles to stage settings; a 
study of line, mass, and color; miniature stage set tings , designed 
for particular .plays, are worked out in class. 
This course is carried on in connection with the classes in 
Drama. Credit 1 minor. 
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III. De.ign-Costumes 
A simpl ified course for all students who expect to put on plays 
or festivals. Principles of tie-dyeing; effect of line and color; 
types of costumes for different periods; patterns; inexpensive cos-
tumes for plays and pageants. Credit 1 minor. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
GEORGE L. SCHERGER, Ph. D. 
lvfARY A. BLOoD, Litt. D. 
HAZEL BELLE ABBOTT, A. M., B. E. 
I . Oral English 
Original thinking; rhetoric of oral s tyle; practice in s imple 
direct speech making. Credit 1 minor. 
II. Public Address 
This course aims to aid those who feel the demands of the 
varying public activities of the day. The plan pursued in teaching 
is to train the student to think logically, to speak forcefully and 
readily, and to acquire the power of influencing an audience 
through genuine self-expression. 
The student is given abundan t opportunity to deliver speeches 
illus trating the most usual types of public address, receiving from 
the teacher detailed criticism of his work in correcting defects of 
thought and delivery. Credi t 1 minor. 
III. Debate 
This course is designed to give to those who are called upon 
to participate in debates or to coach debating teams. S tudents 
arc trained to analyze current public questions, to think logically 
and accurately, to define issues, and to deliver material in a direct 
and vigorous manner. Credit 1 minor. 
IV. Great Orations 
Study and delivery of selections from the great orations, from 
Demosthencs to the present time. Jviastery of oratoric forms. 
Facil it y and power of expression. ·Credit 1 minor. 
V. Lectures 
Presentation of lectures and lec ture recitals before Chicago and 
suburban aud iences. Credi t 1 minor. 
I. 
PHYSICAL EDUCA TION-PANTOMlME 
ALBERT TEUSCHER 
ANNE I RENE LMmiN 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B., B. E. 
(a) Swedish gymnastics. 
Cor~cctivc work; Principles, Progressions; Games; Expression 
of physica l well being. 
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(b) Folk dancing. 
Origin and place of Folk Dancing; Educational Value; Ma-
terial from English, Country and Danish Dances. 
(c) Interpretative dancing. 
Fundamental technique as presented in the Russian system. 
Development of response to the various rhythms of music. Credit 
2 majors. 
H. 
(a) Folk dancing and drill s. 
Special emphasis is laid upo n the original spirit of the folk 
dance. The interpretation of the differentiation in spirit of Folk 
Dances of different nations. Advanced and more complex ma-
terial. Moorish, Russian and advanced national and country 
dances. 
(b) Interpretative dancing. 
Continued response to the various rhyth;,s of music. Pre-
sentation of the Aesthetic Dance with a view to its interpretative 
side. ll.faterial that can be used in group dances. 
(c) Public school gymnastics. 
The work is largely practical, consisting of various forms of 
running, tactics, calisthenics with and without hand apparatus 
such as dumbbells, wands, clubs; all forms of field sport, exer-
cises on the horse, horizontal bar, rings, ladders and graded 
games. Credit 2 majors. 
Ia. Pantomimic Art 
This course is an essential preparation for and supplement to 
all classes in drama and platform reading. It opens with careful 
observation of simple attitudes, walks and movements in life. 
These are recreated from memory into pantomimic action. Then 
follows the pantomimic reaction to one emotion and the transition 
from one emotion to another. Practice in the pantomimic inter-
pretation of myths, folk tales and other forms of literature is 
required. Credit 1 minor. 
HA. Gesture 
Action of torse. Series of practical experiences in bodily 
language for the development of chest action. Series of practical 
lessons. Dramatic action. Series of practical problems. Study 
of bodily expression in others. Credit 1 minor. 
lll. Original Pantomime 
Unity of bodily respon"se. Radiation. Study of bodily expres-
sion in paintings and statuary. Relation of action to character. 
Power of Expression. Conduc t of Classes. Individual investi-
gation. Credit 1 major. 
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JUNIOR DEPARTMENT 
KATHLEEN ScoTT, A. B., B. E. 
EDITH S. LUEDERS 
HAZEL BELLE ABBOTT, A. M., B. E. 
The Junior department was organized at the Columbia College of 
Expression to meet the growing demand for children's classes in ex-
pressive reading and elrama. Every Saturday children from the 
elementary and grammar grades come to the college for instruc-
tion in platform reading, sto ry telling, dancing and the va rious 
dramatic activities. Senior students of the college, acting under 
the supervision of the instructors in thi s department, take charge 
of these classes. Public en ter tainments are given and plays p re-
sen ted. 
Courses 
Psychology II. Child Study 
Credit 1 minor. 
(See Psychology D epartment.) 
Educa tion IV. The Story for Children 
A course designed to meet the needs of teachers, story tellers 
and all those interested in juvenile literature. After a brief su r-
vey of the most important contributions to the field of childhood 
fiction, attention will be g iven to the selection, adaptation and 
presentation of mate rial. To teach the student to select with dis-
crimination and to present with life-these are the two principal 
aims of the course. Credit 1 minor. 
English VIII. Story Telling 
This course is designed to meet the needs of those who wish 
to tell stories in the school, the home, and the social center. 
Particular attention is given to the structure of the oral story. 
In addit ion to the individual practice in story telling given in 
class, each student is required to do twelve hours of fi eld work 
in the social settlements of Chicago. 
English VIllA. Story Programs 
P reparation and presentation of story programs on special 
themes and for special occas ions. Emphasis is placed 011 pro-
grams su itable for chautauqua work.-Required for Junior chau-
tauqua workers. A11 elec tive for regular cxprcssio 11 students. 
Credit 1 m inor. 
English VIIIB. Dramatization 
This course aims to meet the needs of all teachers, community 
workers and chautauqua entertainers who wish material for story 
plays and suggestions as to the bes t methods of converting the 
sto ry in to a dramat ic episode. Stories for different ages and 
mixed groups will be told and dramatized before the class. Credi t 
1 minor. 
Dran1n V. Children':; Entertainments 
A specialized course for those who arc called upon to take 
charge of junior programs. Special suggestions will be given for 
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chautauqua entertainments. Plays, pantomimes, storie s, dramatiza-
tions of folk tales, songs and dances will be wove n into attractive 
miscellaneous and holiday programs fo r children. Credit 1 major. 
NATURAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
GEORGE E. MILLER, Ph. D. 
Physiology I. 
Physiology of blood; Respiration; Digestion; Secre tion and 
Absorption. L ectures, quizzes; laboratory. Credit 1 major. 
Sociology I. 
This course provides sociological bases of thought for determ-
ining values , programs and pub lic policies. The individua l is 
studied in his relation to society. Credit 1 minor. 
Sociology II. Community Socialization 
This is a practical course for a ll those who expect to do com-
munity work. Students are given experience in the organiza tion 
of groups for the purpose of directing thei r leisure time activities. 
Special attention is paid to the organization and direction of 
dramatic clubs. Credit 1 major. 
Saturday Classes 
For the convenience of those who cannot attend the college 
during the early week days , specia l classes h<tve been arranged o n 
Saturday mornings. The work offered will incl ude instruction in 
Voice Culture, Phonetics, Basic Principles of Expression, Expres-
sive Reading, Story Telling, Platform Reading, Literary Interpre-
tation and other expressional studies. To these classes we call 
the a ttention of home-makers who desire the inspirat ion of de-
lightful classes; of grade teachers, high school teachers and high 
school students. 
Summer School 
A Summer Session will be held June 21 to J uly 30. Instruc-
tion wi ll be given by members of the regular faculty. Courses 
will be accredited toward graduation. The courses are planned 
lo meet the needs of : 
Beginning students who wish basic instruction. 
Students with some experience who wis h additional training. 
I nstruc tors in English w ho are called upon to teach Expres-
sion and Public Speaking, to direct plays or coach contests. 
Teachers o f expression who arc seeking advanced instruction 
to prepare for larger opportunities. 
Readers a nd chautauqua workers who wish to prepare new 
programs. 
Ministers, other public speakers and lecturers w ho wis h to in-
crease their effectiveness and influence. 
Story tellers and Junior Supervisors who desire training in 
story telling, dramatization, play acting, games and recreational 
sports suitable for community centers. 
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TABULATED LIST OF COURSES 
First Year £::>pression Second Year Expression 
Bodily Expression ........ ...... . ..... . ..... . 1 minor P antomime . . ........... ............ ..... .. . . 1 minor 
Technique of Reading (Int. I) ..... .... ..... . 1 major Contemporary Poetry (Eng. XII). ... . .. ....... 1 minor 
Interpretation of Standard Literature (Int. II) .1 minor Kipling (Eng. X) . . ... . ..... .. . . .. ... ....... 1 minor 
Development of Expression ( Int. III) ........ . 1 minor Browning (Eng. IX) .. . . .. .. ........ .. .. .. . 1 minor 
Platform Reading (Int. IV) .. . . . . . . .. .... . . . 2 majors Artistic Reading (Int. V) ... .... . .... . ....... 2 majors 
Characterization ; Costume Plays (Drama I) .. 1 major Development of Drama (Drama III) . . .... . . . 1 major 
One-Act Plays (Drama II) . ... .. .. . .... .. . 1 major Modern Drama (Drama IV) ....... . ... . . .. . 1 major 
"' Phonetics (Eng. IVB) ....... ... ... ....... . . 1 minor 
"' Voice (Eng. IV) ... . ...... . ............... . 1 major 
Voice Training (English V) . .. .... .. _.1 minor, l major 
History of Education (Education III) ....... . 1 minor 
Children's Literature- Folk Tales, Lyrics and Practice Teaching (Education I) ............ . 1 major 
Romances (Education IV) . . .... .... . ..... 1 minor Psychology I ... ... . ... . . . . ..... . ....... .. . . 1 major 
Child Psychology (Psychology II) . . . . .. . .. .. 1 minor Survey of English Literature (Eng. VI) . .... . 1 major 
Rhetoric and Composition (Eng. I and III) ... 2 majors Stage Settings (Art II) ....... ......... .. .... 1 minor 
Story Tell ing (Eng. V III) .. ............. .. . 1 major Art History (Art I) . .. . ...... . ... . . .... ... . . 1 major 
Oral Engli sh (Speech I) .. . . . .... . ......... .. 1 minor Public Address (Speech II) ... • . . . ... ....... . 1 minor 
Physical Education ........ . .. . . ... . ..... . .. . 2 majors Debate (Speech 111) . .. . .......... . .. .... .. . 1 minor 
Story Programs and Dramatization (Eng. VIII Orations (Speech IV) ........ . ... .... . . .. ... 1 minor 
A and B) .. .... .. .. . . ......... ... . .. ..... 1 minor Biblical I nterpretation (Int. VII) ..... ... .. . . 1 minor 
Physiology ... . .. ... .. • ..... ... .. . .. .. ... .. . 1 minor Physical E ducation ..... .. ... . ..... . . • .. .. . . . 2 majors 
Recital . . ... . ...... . ... ... .. . .. .. .. . .. ....... 1 major Recital .. . . .. ... .. . .... ... . .. . ... . .. ... .... . 1 mino r 
TABULATED LIST OF COURSES 
Third Year Expression 
Costume Design (Art III) ........ ... . .. .. . .. 1 minor 
Children's Entertainments (Dr~m" V) .. ...... 1 major 
Play Acting (Drama VI) ... .. .. . ............ 1 major 
Pageantry (Drama VII).. . . ........... . 1 minor 
Biblical Drama (Drama VIII ) . . . . . . . ... 1 major 
Origina l Platform i'vfaterial (English XIII) ... 1 major 
Voice (English XIV) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 2 majors 
L iterary Appreciation (English XV) ....... . . 1 major 
Play Interpretation (Int. VI) ........... . .... 2 majors 
R ecital ......... . . . ........... . .. . .. ..... ... 1 minor 
~ Educational Psychology . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 major 
Public Address (Speech V). . ....... . .... 1 minor 
Master of Expression 
Recital Programs (Int. VI) ..... . ..... . .. . ... 2 majors 
Speech Defects (Eng. VII) . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . 1 minor 
Voice T raining (Eng. XIV)..... . .... . ... 1 minor 
Vvr iting One-Act Plays (Eng. XI)... . .. . .1 minor 
Original Platform Material (Eng. XIII) ... . . ]major 
Lectures (Speech V) .. ... . .... . . . . .. ........ 1 minor 
Play Acting; Stage :Mechanics (Drama VI) . . . 1 major 
In addition to prescribed courses candidates must elect 
6 majors of work from regular courses. Candidates 
znust also present a whole evening's lecture or interpre-
tati ve program. 
Be.chclor of Expression 
Required Courses 
Advanced Technique of Reading (Int. IA) . . .. 1 major 
P latform Reading ( Int. IV and V)... . . . .. 2 majors 
Characterization (Drama I) . . .. . . . .... 1 minor 
One-Act Pbys (Drama IIA) .l minor 
Development of Drama (Drama III) .... . .... lmaj or 
Modern Drama (Drama IV) . . . . . .. . . .... ]major 
Voice (Eng. IV and V) ..... .. .... .. .1 minor 
Contemporary Poetry (Eng. XII) .... . . .. .. . ... 1 minor 
Stage Settings (Art II)..... . . . . . . . 1 minor 
Costume Design (Art III) ............ . ... . .. . 1 minor 
Practice Teaching (Education I) .. ... • . . . .... 1 major 
Orations (Speech IV) ... . ... . .. . ............. 1 minor 
Pantomime ( Phy. Ed. IliA) .. .. . ............. 1 minor 
15 majors required for graduation. Selection oi addi-
tional courses is determined by previous training of stu-
dent. 
Lyceum and Chautauqua 
720 class hours of work are selected from the regula r 
curriculum. Emphasis is placed upon Platform Reading, 
Recital and Drama. 
Information for Applicants 
Baggage 
Students who have made application for rooms should have 
baggage sent from station direct to that room upon arrival by 
means of the Parmalee Transfer Company. Those who have not 
arranged for room should leave trunks at station until such ar-
rangement can be made. 
Mail 
All mail should be sent to 120 East Pearson Street in care of 
the college. 
Out of Town Students 
Students desiring to be met at the station by a representative 
of the college should state exact time train arrives and road over 
which they will travel. Identification will be facilitated if students 
carry a copy of the college bulletin. 
Registration 
Registration consists in the presentation of certified record of 
credits obtained in other institutions, in the filling out of appli-
cation blank, arrangement of schedule and payment of fees. Time 
will be saved if prospective students send in records and fill out 
applications before arriviiJg. 
New students, not asking for advanced credit, should plan to 
register Tuesday, September 14, between 9:00 a. m. and 12:30 p. 
m. Old students-Tuesday, September 14, between 1:10 p. m. 
and 4:30 p. m. New students, asking advanced standing-\i'/ed-
nesday, September 15, between 9:00 a. m. and 12:30 p. m. 
Admission 
There are no formal examinations for admission to this school. 
Candidates for diploma are required to present credits equal to 
that of high school graduation: fifteen units-a unit meaning the 
equivalent of five recitations a week for one year in one subject 
in a secondary school. Advanced standing may be granted to 
students who present an official transcript of credits frof!l an ac-
credited institution together with evidence of honorable dismissal, 
provided the student proves capable of carrying the work of 
advanced courses. Students who have a limited amount of time 
for study may register for part time programs upon the regular 
courses. Students \vhose limited preparation does not fulfill the 
requirements for diploma courses may be admitted as special 
students. 
Tuition and Fees 
Tuition and fees are payable in advance September 14, Novem-
ber 30 and March 8. An additional charge of $5.00 will be made 
on all fees not paid on or before the first day of attendance of 
each tenn. Payment should be made by draft or post office or-
der to avoid exchange. Make drafts or post office orders payable 
to the Columbia College of Expression. 
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No refund on tuition is made except to s tudents who with-
draw from school on account of serious ill ness, certified to by the 
examining physicia n of th e college. I n such cases otic-half of 
the unused tuition will be refunded at the en d of the term, the 
other half wi ll be credited upon tuition used wi th in the next year. 
In order to have this adi ustmen t made written notice of with-
drawal must be sent to the treasure r. Refu_nd dates from the day 
such notice is r ece ived. 
Students giv in g service to th e college will pay their fee s a t the 
beginning of the term in cash. A t the end o f th e term or a t such 
a time as the service is completed, the college wi ll pay in cash for 
the work done. 
Rates for Regula r Co u rses 
:Matri culation fee, charged bu t once on entrance .. .. . ..... $ 5.00 
Tu it ion pe r term of 12 weeks (300 class periods). 90.00 
T uition, 12 weeks (27G class periods, 12 private lessons). 115.00 
Tuition (12 weeks) third yea r course (204 class periods). 83.34 
. Tuition (12 weeks), lyceum and chautauqua course (240 
class pe riods, 12 pri vate lessons) . . . . . . . . . . 105.00 
Extra fee for courses in excess of regu lar curriculum, per 
term hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.20 
Ra tes for Par t Time Attendance 
For less than six weeks of any term, exclu sive of priva te 
lessons , per week . . . . . ... .... $ 9.00 
For one pe riod (fifty minutes) 1.00 
For two pe riods per day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !. SO 
F or three periods pe r day.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.80 
For four pe riods per day. . . . . 2.25 
For fi ve periods per day. 2.50 
Special Fee s 
Physical Examination . .. $ 1.00 
L ocker . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .50 
Second copy of transcrip t of cred its. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Special examination . . . . ·2.00 
Laboratory (Physiology) . 5.00 
Graduation and diploma fcc. 15.00 
Gymnastic apparel 10.00 
Make-up Work 
For class of four (one-half hour lesson) each .. .. ' .. $ 1.75 
Credit fo r four or less, 2 class lessons. 
Extension Courses 
Rates for teachers ea rning promotional credits. 
One minor of work (27 hours). . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $ 10.00 
One major of work (54 hou rs). . . . .. . ..... . 20.00 
Matri culation fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 
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Afternoon Classes 
10 classes in Public Speaking, Drama, Platform Reading, 
etc. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .......... . ..... ... ....... .. $ 15.00 
Tourist Lectures 
10 lectures .. ... ... . ................................... $ 15.00 
Night School 
Two evenings per week for 10 weeks ( 40 periods). 
One evening per week for 10 weeks . ..... . 
Children's Classes 
10 classes in platform reading, plays or dancing. 
Single class period ........................... . 
10 private lessons (one-half hour) ........ .. ..... . 
.$ 20.00 
12.50 
. ... ... $ 6.00 
.75 
Single lesson . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 
15.00 
1.75 
Private Lessons 
With Miss Blood. 
Ten (1 hour) lessons . . . . .... .... $ 60.00 
Ten (% hour) lessons...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 
T en ()/, hour) lessons........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00 
Single lessons (SO minutes). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.00 
With Miss L arkin, Mrs. Lueders, Miss Scott, 
or Miss Abbott. 
Ten (1 hour) lessons .................................... $ 40.00 
Ten (% hour) lessons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
Ten ()/, hour) lessons...... . .. . .. ... . ... . . 30.00 
Single lessons (1 hour). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
Three-fourths hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 
One-half hour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50 
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Home Life 
The Columbia family became an institution long before 
its members were sheltered under one roof. Now that the 
family is living in that beautiful section of Chicago near the 
lake shore, the home life is more thoroughly than ever a 
positive influence in the life of every student. 
All students attending Columbia will be under the per-
sonal supervision of the dean. She will look after the health, 
habits and social life of each student in the institution. 
In order that this supervision may be more effective, in 
order, too, that something of the true Columbia ideal of 
family life may . be attained, all out of town students will 
be required to live at the dormitories or other rooming 
houses selected by the college. Exception to this rule is made 
only in the case of those students who must earn a part of 
their living expenses. Such arrangements must be made be-
tween the college and parents before students enter school. 
Regulations and Fees 
Rooms are rented in the dormitory for the entire period 
of nine months, although payments are made in three install-
ments, September 14, November 30, and March 8. No re-
fund will be made unless the college is able without loss to 
re-rent the room to a new and satisfactory applicant. A 
fine of $5.00 will be added to the bill if not paid before the 
first day of attendance of each term. 
In cases of illness and absence from college extending 
over two weeks a deduction of $3.00 per week will be made 
on the price of board. For continuous absence after the 
second week a deduction of $5.00 per week will be made. 
Accommodations are engaged hom dinner (6 o'clock) 
on the day preceding registration. 
The charges for room and board are estimated on the 
basis of three meals per day, seven days in the week. 
Fees for room and board (three meals per day) range 
from $450 to $720 per year. 
Guests. A ll guests should register with the dean. 
Students receiving guests will give notice to the superin-
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tendent at least one hour before their arrival that they may 
receive proper attention. 
Price per day for guests, $2.00. 
Application 
Eooms in the dormitory are assigned in the order in 
which reservations are received. Prices vary according to 
the location and number of occupants. 
An eady deposit secures choice of room and this amount 
is deducted from first payment. If it is found later that a 
student cannot attend, deposit will be refunded, provided 
request for that refund comes two weeks before the opening 
of the term. 
Furnishings. The moms are heated by steam and 
lighted by electricity. They are furnished with curtains, 
single beds (3 feet 6 inches by 6 feet 8 inches), with woven 
wire springs, mattresses and pillows, bureaus, chairs and 
study tables. Each student is required to furnish one rug 
(neutral colors), one mattress pad, two pairs of sheets, bed-
cling to meet her individual needs (sheets and bedding to 
fit dimensions of bed), two pairs of pillow cases, twelve 
towels, six napkins, a napkin ring, one waste basket and a 
shoe bag. 
Please mark bedding, towels, napkins and all laundry 
with full name of the owner and underneath the word 
"Columbia" to facilitate speedy recognition. The college is 
not responsible for losses or wear in the laundry. 
Laundry. Laundry is at student's expense. If de-
sired, laundry can be sent home regularly by parcel post. No 
laundry may be done in the rooms. Application for use of 
the laundry room may be made to the clean. 
College Organizations 
The College Glee Club is maintained that gifted stu-
dents by the exercise of their talent, may gain and give 
pleasure, may generously contribute to the college programs 
musical numbers, and give concerts, both within the college 
and without. Incidentally they become familiar with music 
suited to student uses and occasions. Dr. George L. Scherger 
is faculty director of this organization. 
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The Chicago Chapter of Columbia Alumni meets once 
a month either at the college or some member's horne, to 
carry on the enthusiastic and inspiring spirit of Columbia. 
Delightful programs of poetry, elrama, pantomime and 
music are presented by different members. Friendships arc 
renewed and cultivated. If you are in or ncar Chicago, plan 
to enjoy these meetings with us . 
Annual dues, $1.00. 
Officers 
PHOEBE RoBERTS HEDRICK, '02, President. 
ELIZABETH GRAYIJEAL, ' 11, Vice-President. 
C. S. ARMINGTON, Secretary-Treasurer. 
The Honorary D1·amatic Society was instituted that 
faculty and student body might confer defi.nitc recognition 
upon those students who, in public presentation, have shown 
creative dramatic ability of a high order. This honor when 
conferred, entitles the recipient to certain privileges and op-
portunities suggested by the Honorary Dramatic Pin. 
College Publications 
The Columbia Clarion is published in four issues 
each year. It contains usable and suggested material for the 
various phases of Expression and Physical Education ; pop-
ular platform readings, specially arranged programs, story 
programs on various themes, new drills, dances and games, 
lists of tested plays, suggestions for stage settings and color 
schemes and articles on recent developments in both fields . 
Subscription-$2.00. 
Manuscript Library 
A large manuscript library is maintained at the college, 
where students may come in contact with a wide variety of 
material, and make selections for their own programs or 
those of their students for the coming season. During the 
year, a great many new cuttings have been made, including 
plays and stories for entire evening programs. 
Loan Scholarship Drive 
With a growing need for scholarships, the Loan Schol-
arship Drive, which was inaugurated by Miss Dorothy Mills, 
has been renewed. Several old subscribers have completed 
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their pledges and made new promises. Many new subscrip-
tions have been added. The banner class for an every mem-
ber gift is the class of 1920; the class of 1915 still holds the 
banner for the largest gift; other classes are showing a keen 
interest. 
If you wish to have a part in this campaign, whether you 
are an alumnus or not, write to Mrs. Isabel C. Stambach, 
Chairman of the Scholarship Loan Committee, 120 East 
Pearson Street. 
Available Scholarships 
The Ida Morey-Riley Scholarship 
Two scholarships, one half year's tuition each, are avail-
able for Juniors. 
The Helen Harkness Loan Scholarship 
Mrs. Helen Harkness Calkins has generously donated a 
loan scholarship available for members of the senior class. 
The Parmelia C. Mahan Loan Scholarship 
The class of 1914, desiring to pay tribute to the memory 
of this able teacher, loyal friend and sterling Christian 
woman, presented to the college the sum of ninety dollars, 
to be used as a part year loan scholarship, in remembrance 
of our beloved Miss Mahan. Miss Mahan, who took the 
professional diploma from Columbia College of Expression, 
was a National W. C. T. U . lecturer and organizer and for 
many years instructor in parliamentary law in this college. 
Lovice Strobel Loan Scholarship 
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Strobel generously gave to this col-
lege a loan scholarship of $225, to perpetuate the name of 
their daughter, Lovicc Strobel Sturtevant, class of 1919. 
Class of 1920 Scholarship 
The class of 1920, desiring to aid worthy, ambitious 
young people, gave a Joan scholarship of $200 which is to 
alternate between the Columbia College of Expression and 
the Columbia Normal School of Physical Education. 
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Public Speaker's Scholarship 
Two one-half year scholarships, cash value of $120.00 
each, arc open to young men showing unusual ability in 
public speaking. These scholarships are contributed by a 
friend of the college, with the request that his name be with-
held. 
To be eligible for either of these scholarships, one must 
be a graduate from an accredited high school and be able to 
maintain a standing not lower than B. 
Free Placement Bureau 
The college recommends an increasing number of teach-
ers and entertainers every year. Those desiring informa-
tion regarding the placement bureau should write or telephone 
the Registrar of the college. 
The college can furnish readers at prices varying from 
five to seventy-five dollars. 
Correspondence 
Those who contemplate entering the college arc requested 
to write early, stating purpose in taking up the work. Ad-
dress 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
of EXPRESSION 
120 East Pearson Street 
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